
Teacher Subject                                            Supplies
GENERAL YEAR ROUND wired head phones, loose-leaf, paper, pens, pencils, highlighters, dry erase markers, Post-it notes, glue sticks, scissors

ALL TEACHERS ADVISORY 2 boxes of Kleenex

Baumgartner English 8 & Honors English 2 pocket folder, notebook (composition or spiral), a pack of notecards. loose leaf paper, pens &/or pencils, colored pencils, highlighter, dry erase markers, Post-it notes
Hernandez ELA & Reading 2 pocket folders (yellow and red), 2 notebooks (composition or spiral), and a pack of notecards

Miller ELA & Reading 1 composition notebook, colored pencils or markers, pen or pencil

Eller Social Studies Spiral notebook, pen or pencil, paper, folder
Lorenz Social Studies Spiral notebook, pen or pencil, paper, folder (additional supplies may be required per teacher request)

A.Sipes Pre-Algebra and Algebra Graphing notebook, lined paper, graph paper, scientific calculator, ruler, small binder or part of larger one.
A. Sipes Geometry Same as above but add a compass and protractor.

TBD Science Spiral notebook, pen or pencil, paper, folder (additional supplies may be required once a teacher is hired)

Visser PE $1 lock rental, PE uniform shirt, black shorts and tennis shoes (Students will be given an order form for shorts and t-shirts the first day of PE Class)
Adkins Tech Lab flash drive, notebook

Lorenz/Florea College & Careers Spiral notebook, pen or pencil, paper, folder (additional supplies may be required per teacher request)
Lee Health 3 prong folder for notes or spiral notebook

K.Sipes Spanish 3 ring binder with 5 dividers, paper, pen or pencil, Spanish /English dictionary (optional)
K.Sipes Heritage Spanish 3 ring binder with 5 dividers, paper, pen or pencil, Spanish /English dictionary (optional)
Ryder Art pencils, eraser, notebook paper, sketchbook (approximently 8 1/2 by 11) They are availible through the school for a fee.
Benoit Orchestra Orchestra book, folder, music, pencil, instrument & instrument supplies. Concert attire: White shirt, black dress pants, dark shoes, dark socks.
TBD Choir pencil, notebook (additional supplies may be required once a teacher is hired)

Forsythe Reed Instrument players 5 new reeds 
Forsythe Trumpet & Baritone players Valve Oil 
Forsythe Trombone players Slide-O-Mix 
Forsythe All Band groups: Concert attire Black shirt, black pants, dark shoes and socks.

 


